artan Dail

Lawyer
Margaret Burnham, attorney for Angela Da% is, and
Bettina Aptheker, Communist Party activist, will
discuss Miss Davis’s arrest
and trial at 7:30 tonight in
the College Union Umunhum
Room.

7

Verse
(rum
students
Drama
Orange toast College In
Costa Mesa, will give a free
group presentation on "The
World of Carl Sandburg," tonight at 8 in the Studio
Theater. Admission is free.
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Demonstrators Hit
Marine Recruitment

PROTESTERS MARCHAfter a noon rally in the College
Union patio yesterday, students marched to Barracks 6 to
protest the presence of Marine recruiteis on campus.

Picketers had their pictures taken by the out of uniform,
hatless security guard with a mustache next to the door at
right.
Daily photo by John Ainlay.

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Writer
Approximately 50 SJS demonstrators
picketed and shouted anti-war epithets
at the marine recruiters stationed in
Barracks 6 yesterday afternoon.
Tuesday, no one could find the marines. Yesterday, it would have been
difficult to miss them.
A noon rally, by the San Jose Liberation Front I SJLF ), ended with a
march from the College Union patio to
the marine recruiting station.
The rally and subsequent picketing
brought SJS as close to violence as it
has come this semester.
One of the spokesmen at the noon
rally opened the doors of the cafeteria
and positioned a loud speaker so that
his message would be carried inside.
Several of the people inside attempted to close the doors. "If we want to listen, we’ll come outside," shouted one of
them.
A brief scuffle broke out, and Anthony Romalus, state college police investigator, stepped in. "We had to in-

Seeks Letter Campaign

Langan Raps Budget Cut
By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer
"The state education system in California is in the process of dying, by
being fed an arsenic budget," said A.S.
President Bill Langan yesterday. "It’s
something we all have a stake in and
we’ve got to speak up now before it’s too
late."
"We have got to determine whether
the state education system is going to
continue its high ranking or sink into
educational and economic mediocrity,"
he added.
Langan hopes to initiate a letter
writing campaign among the students
and their families. Believing that many
students may not even be aware of
whom their congressmen are, Langan
will have John McLemore, A.S. legislative analyst, set up a booth in the
College Union today. A map of districts
will be available to the students with a
list of the representatives from each,
area.
PERSONAL LETTERS
McLemore said he didn’t want form
letters sent since they’re generally the
first ones the legislators throw away.
He felt personal letters would be read
first and would receive the best
response.
Langan said the A.S. was also asking
city officials to write letters to the legislators as another means of protest.
Jim Ferryman, community relations
director, plans on utilizing his contacts
to get community support for a change
in the governor’s budget. Langan said
Ferryman will be asking community
leaders to write individual letters
supporting education in his next community newsletter.
’AN INVESTMENT’
-We’ve been working hard to
reestablish relations with the community to try to get the community to
understand the plight of the campus,"
said Langan. "We want them to realize
that disruptive activities only comprise
a very small part of campus life and
that education is an investment in
everyones future."
McLemore plans to use the contacts

he made during the summer when campaigning for SJS university status, and
start a door-to-door lobbying program
in Sacramento.
He will be making weekly trips to
visit San Jose’s legislators and will
work closely with Sacramento Sate A.S.
President Joe Hay as well as with
members of the California State
College Student President Association
CSCSPA).
"I’ll be writing letters to legislators
asking their views on certain issues and
I’ll tabulate these positions in a sort of
survey so we’ll be able to understand
the types of problems we’ll be running
into," said McLemore.
TRANSPORT STUDENTS
Langan added that students who wish
to speak personally to their legislators
are encouraged to contact McLemore

at the A.S. office and arrangements
might be made to transport them to
Sacramento on one of the weekly trips.
Langan also said the A.S. will try to
carry the message to other colleges and
much of this will be done with CSCSPA
by Isadore Carrasco, student ombudsman. CSCSPA will be meeting in Sacramento on Friday -arid Saturday to
discuss their plans to fight the proposed
budget cuts. Although the members
had planned on talking to legislators,
McLemore said legislators would be off
on Friday since they worked on
Monday.
’MY ROLE’
"My role," said Langan, "will be
working on campus with students to
make a sweep out into the community
to build relations to improve the unfair
and unfounded negative image which
the college has acquired.

"People on the campuses have forgotten how important it is to just simply
communicate with the public at large
and give them credit for being able to
favor education when they’re presented
with the facts."
"I’d like to get a forum on campus to
discuss the survival of education," he
continued-, "but our top priority will be
to get the budget reinstated."
"The educational system is now on
the brink, not just between going backwards or forwards," he added, "but between continuing and ending."
"There have been no major incidents
on campus this year and I feel the taxpayers must respond and that legislators are going to have to support positive approaches on the campuses,
unless they want a return of the old
style administration building takeovers," Langan concluded.

tervene to prevent fisticuffs," explained Romalus.
At the conclusion of the rally, when
the 50 demonstrators marched to the
recruiting station, about 100 more onlookers gathered.
While tension ran high at times, the
picketing remained peaceful.
"The demonstration was to visibly
show support for the anti-war movement," said Ted James, SJLF chairman. "The marines are used to protect
big business."
"Standard Oil has been buying up 30year leases on oil rights off the Southeast Asian coast," he continued. "They
know that the Asian people will never
tolerate U.S. oil companies, so they
aren’t going to leave."
The picket line at the recruiting
station lasted for about an hour. Few
persons talked with the marines about
enlistment during the picketing, but demonstrators taunted the recruiters.
Campus security police, photographers, A.S. President Bill Langan
and the marines were there to greet the
marcher3.
Langan was there to "help prevent
violence."
"If there is violence, we’ll never be
able to restore the budget cuts. Right
now, the Democrats have a majority,
but violence on campus could change
that," explained Langan.
"To me an open campus means a
campus open to recruiters. All individuals have the right to express their
views. The lack of support for violence
shows that people favor other methods
of ending the war," said Langan.
"I didn’t want to be there, but! had to
act as a buffer between the radicals and
the recruiters.
"The demonstrators" methods of
confrontation are outmoded. They are
not productive because they do not
affect either the economic or military
structure of the U.S.
"Recruiting is a right of the students.
Some of those at SJS are looking for
jobs there," Langan said.
"We expanded the recruitment time
from two days to 16. Thus, there isn’t
the emphasis on it, and you can quietly
support it," added Langan.
At 1:30, the demonstrators left the
picket line and went to the student
snack bar in the College Union. There
they again ran into opposition, with

Noise, Sloppiness, Anti-Ant Campaign
Cause Tenant-Landlord Eviction Hassle
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Staff Writer
The mailbox list of residents at 151 S.
13th St., apartment one, reads: Jay
Parker, Tom Peacock, Mike M’Organ,
Paul Baca, and Ten Ants.
Covering the front windows of apartment 1, signs declaring "Evict Ants,
Not People" and "Evict The Ants" publicize the unwanted tenants, or ten ants.
The ants became an issue during the
November and December rains for two
of the students (since the ant invasion
M’Organ moved out and Baca moved
in.
Speculating an ant nest is below their
kitchen, the tenants say when it rains
ants are everywhere. Among other
places, they were in the food, bed
sheets, shower, toilet, and hi-fi equipment, the tenants claim.

According to Parker and Peacock,
the apartment manager ignored their
pleas for a professional exterminator
and, instead, gave them a can of Black
Flag.
WINDOW SIGNS
At this point, Jan. 3, the first anti -ant
sign appeared in the front window.
On Jan. 5, after telling the students to
remove the signs, the landlord, through
the manager, Steve Hinckley, gave the
tenants a 30 day notice to terminate
tenancy.
But Hinckley claims the tenants
"sloppiness" and "noisiness", not the
signs, are the reasons for the ouster.
While investigating the ant complaint, Hinckley, also a SJS student,
says he found "food strung all over the
place."

Moreover, Hinckley said he received
"too many complaints" of noise coming
"all hours of the morning" from apartment one.
On Feb. 5 the 30 day notice expired,
but the tenants remained. Six days
later the apartment’s owners, Ronald
Vecchione, Gail Sewell, and Harvey
Crosby, had their attorneys issue a writ
of unlawful detainer against the
tenants.
"I claimed that! was and am not now
a dirty housekeeper," Parker stated in
his written answer to the legal charges.
NO LOUDER
Parker, admitting his hi-fi equipment
is sometimes a bit loud, says his apartment is no louder than others in the
building.
In denying the validity of Hinckley’s

charges, Parker said, "I don’t think
tenants should be evicted for making
complaints."
Regardless of the claims and counter
claims, legally the alleged ants are
insignificant.
Since the Health Department,
according to Parker, says ants are not a
health hazard, there is no chance for
aid from a city agency.
NO JUSTIFICATION
Also, because a month-to-month lease
agreement applies, the landlord legally
need only give his tenants a 30 day
written notice to force them out. No
justification is required.
Realizing he is on weak legal
grounds, Parker said, "Maybe the
judge will be a good guy."
Meanwhile, they hope it doesn’t rain.

persons not wishing to listen to their
speeches and chantings.
SJLF will continue its battle against
the marines. A general anti -war rally
will be held today at noon on the College
Union patio.
Recruitment for the armed services
will continue over the next six weeks.
Major Robert G. Mitchell, head of the
marine recruitment for SJS, said, "If
the rally is peaceful, then I have no objection, but if they start tearing things
Mitchell, an 18-year veteran, is a
graduate of the University of Nebraska.
He has flown 1300 missions in his
career, including 1000 hours in Vietnam
as a helicopter pilot.
Mitchell was shot down three times in
the one year he was in Vietnam.
Mitchell emphasized that the recruitment program was voluntary. "It is the
marine replacement for ROTC," explained Mitchell.
"We usually don’t receive a greeting
like this," pointed out Mitchell. "This is
only because of the Laos thing," he
added.

Ferryman
Appointed
A.S. Veep
In an effort to combat the drastic
state college budget cuts proposed by
Gov. Reagan, A.S. President Bill
Langan yesterday appointed Jim
Ferryman to the post of executive vicepresident.
Ferryman, who replaces the recently
graduated Steve Brennan, was appointed to "guide the associated students in
getting more funds for the state
colleges," according to Langan.
Langan explained that Ferryman will
be working closely with John
McLemore, the A.S. legislative analyst.
"While McLemore will be working
with the state legislature, Ferryman
will be in close contact with the students," stated Langan.
Ferryman is currently the community relations director for SJS.
Langan appointed him to this new position because of his "excellent job" in
uniting the community and the college.
Ferryman will continue as community
relations director, in addition to his new
duties.
Langan termed this appointment
"just a matter of administration." He
stressed it would cause no conflict with
the A.S. vice-president’s role.
In order to direct college effort
toward the budget slashes, I,angan and
Ferryman have designed a four point
program. Those points are:
Setting up booths on Seventh Street
to instruct students in writing letters to
their congressmen, and trying to get
parents involved;
Bringing students from various
dells and organizations on campus to
testify before committees in Sacramento;
Sending out an informative newsletter to the community to get support
from the voters;
Getting
together with the other
college presidents and comparing
budget problems and possible solutions.
Ferryman explained these points
would "bring the campus community
together so the budget problems can be
understood and possibly solved."

re-Reg Illegal; But Who Cares?
By MINGO MAZZE1
Daily Investigative Reporter
Is pre-registration illegal?
Officially, yes. But then again, no one really knows.
Departments may hold pre-registration if they notify
the Dean of Academic Planning. The problem is, he
doesn’t exist.
According to Academic Vice-President, Di. Hobert
Burns, the last official policy passed by the Academic
Council in regards to pre-registration, was two years ago.
This policy states that with the exception of disabled
students, no other form of pre-registration can be held.
The Registration Advisory Committee has since met
and recommended departments should be able to hold
pre -registration if they announce it to the students, and
also notify the Dean of Academic Planning.
Also recommended for pre-registration were those
departments that offered courses only to majors and
students seeking credentials. Both these points were not
official college policy, they were recommendations.
’

ss

The advisory cemmittee felt that these changes were
necessary after the elimination of the computer.
The fact remains, however, that the problem of preregistration is in such a muddle, that even the policy
makers on campus are confused. Dr. Burns is attempting
to end this confusion.
It was Dr. Burns who discovered the missing office of
the Dean of Academic Planning. Becaue of this fact,
along with cries of protest from the different departments, Dr. Burns is encouraging the Academic Council to
come up with a sound policy, to answer the questions and
end the confusion.
In the meantime, it appears as if the departments on
campus are allowed to run their own show regarding preregistration, despite the fact the college policy considers
it illegal.
Are the departments who hold a pre -registration ever
confronted for going against college poll e? Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, head of the History 4)epartineni, says he has

never been approach,. ..
If he was, Dr.
Wheeler says, he would "plead ignorance," He quickly
pointed out that the department "doesn’t pre -register for
all courses, only those that are absolutely required for
majors." The department also offers pre-registration in
special courses and experimental courses.
The defense Dr. Ted Benedict, chairman of the Speech
and Drama Department, uses regarding his pre-registration activity is that the registration isn’t actually completed until the student verifies his place in the course
during the official registration time.
Most large departments such as psychology feel that
holding
pre -registration session would not aid their
majors in getting classes. Dr. James Sawrey, head of the
psychology department, reports that his department tried
pre -registration three or four times and found it
unsuccessful. Ile feels that it "led to more problems than
it solved, Both Dr. Sawrey and Dr. Howard Decker, head of the
industrial studies department have noticed students pre-

registering tor classes, validating their registration, and
then not showing up for the first meeting of the class.
Neither department head felt they had any great difficulty in determining the size of their classes without the
aid of pre-registration. Dr. Decker felt the only way he
would have pre -registration would be as a "last resort."
Most of the departments that did not participate in preregistration were departments who have large enrollments, such as Psychology and Art. These departments
have a large enrollment and a limited staff of instructors.
Nothing would be gained by having pre -registration, say
deportment officials. Students would find it just as difficult to pre-register for their classes as they would have
registering. By not holding pre-registrations, these
departments agree, that everyone has a fairer chance to
get their class.
Meanwhile, everyone on campus is hopeful that the
Academic Council will blow away the fog, with a better
phrased policy that closes all the loopholes that exist with
the subject of pre-registration,
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Editorials

Budget Cut Action
President John H. Bunzel, in his address to the faculty Friday, explained the
incalculable loss to SJS if Gov. Reagan’s austere budget is passed. The president also offered workable solutions to an impossible situation.
Some of the more severe effects the proposed budget would have on SJS are:
The loss of 124 faculty positions from the level needed next year.
The loss of 67 teaching positions from the present level.
--The need to cancel 900 to 1000 planned classes and sections, resulting in a 9
per cent increase in the faculty-student ratio.
No faculty salary increases for the second year in a row.
The deletion of eight of the existing 11 instructional television positions.
An increase in foreign student tuition to $1110 with no waivers.
A cut in the EOP budget of $245,000 to $43,000, virtually wiping out the program.
The elimination of $17.9 million in capital outlay projects.
The president was understandably indignant because administrators,
faculty and students no longer have policy jurisdiction in determining educational programs on the basis of educational criteria.
"Despite all the rhetoric about making the individual colleges responsible,"
he said, "this budget suggests the will and work of those who only care that we
be accountable."
Dr. Bunzel explained he has been ordered to accept new students, and he
said he will, "but we cannot promise a full program or quality education for
them all."
The budget is now in the hands of the legislature. Dr. Bunzel will explain the
serious effects the proposed budget will have at SJS to a dozen legislators next
week. The president will try to convince the legislators that program flexibility is urgently needed. This action by the president is potentially effective
and commendable.
Dr. Bunzel also said he wishes to meet with editors of the local press and
broadcasting media in order to get their support for educational needs at SJS.
This is a wise move, for the press can be an enormous held in solving the
budget problems in the state colleges.
Politicians too long have made the universities and colleges scapegoats for
the real problems in our society. The communications media can effectively
inform the taxpayers of what actually is going on in the state schools.
Still another excellent suggestion by the president is the program whereby
faculty members speak to the 370 service clubs in the county. A speakers’
bureau could effectively inform any group about the grim budget facts.
Dr. Bunzel also suggested that students start a letter-writing campaign to
their parents about the budget. Resulting parental letters to legislators could
favorably influence legislative opinion.
These actions seem small in the face of the drastic budget proposal, but
there is little else we in the campus community can do.
The mood of the taxpayers is not in favor of higher education, and what the
taxpayers want is ultimately what we will get. Campus unrest would have the
worst possible effect on the legislators.
The only relief the state colleges can hope for lies in educating the
taxpayers. They, in turn, must pressure the legislators to favorably improve
the budget.
Business and service club groups especially should be educated, since they
often have a powerful influence on the legislators.
Finally, through letters to them, the legislators can be influenced by each
one of us.

A Six -Day Week?
A plan from the Chancellor’s office to schedule classes six days a week in the

state college system for the fall of 1971, is a near impossibility for SJS.
According to James Kurtz of the scheduling office, this can be achieved only
with drastic changes in academic scheduling."
As conditions stand now, this college is crowded. Scheduling office charts
show that all available classrooms are in use from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
The six-day plan could facilitate an increased enrollment at SJS. It could
also turn an educational institution into a "degree factory."
Granted, Saturday classes might help ease the burden on the weekday usage
of classrooms. But isn’t the Chancellor’s office expecting too much of students
and faculty by asking them to put in a six-day work week when the majority of
the populace run on a five-day work week?
Kurtz indicated that the Chancellor’s office seems to take it for granted that
students will take, and faculty will teach, classes at whatever times so
designated.
This is an impractical attitude.
Many students find it necessary to take outside jobs in order to finance their
education. Think of the difficulty in scheduling outside work hours around
classes that run six days a week.
Instead of making inadequate and impractical plans for increased enrollment in the state college system, it seems that the Chancellor’s office should
curtail admissions until a feasible plan of action can be realized.
A plan outlined by Kurtz using selective admissions is one way of achieving
a high standard in education. This entails merely admitting students when the
college has the resources to provide them with the degree they want.
It seems that this alternative is far more attractive than running a "mill"
which spits out the finished graduate at one end and takes in the raw undergraduate at the other.

"Congratulations!...I hope you wart mind sitting in the back of the dugout!"

Guest Room

Tying Up The Loose Ends
By BILL LANGAN
A.S. President
During the fall semester it was quite
obvious that the Spartan Daily and this
portion of the Executive Branch did not
exactly see eye to eye. To myself, it
seemed that the editor spent excessive
space criticizing this administration on a
personal level rather than discussing our
programs on a constructive basis.
After reading the first few issues of
the spring semester Daily, however,
there appears to be an increased understanding of studert government and the
problems we are attempting to
overcome. Hopefully, we will be able to
work with each other this term.
There are a couple of loose ends
which still remain from the fall,
however. The rather blatont staff
comment submitted by council writer
Renee Bayer as her parting shot in the
final issue of the fall Daily should be answered in part. That column was typical
of personal politics that often appeared
in the fall.
Omitting the majority of the column,
which dealt with the writer’s personal
obsession with me, the section that described A.S. Vice President Terry Speizer
as a very able person who has been
forced to follow my every whim is
certainly a half truth. Terry definitely
deserves much praise for his work as
vice president and that’s why I fought in
the A.S. courts to secure his position,
while Miss Bayer’s political friends
sought to block his appointment. Short
memories seem to exist here.
In another section of her column, Miss
Bayer attacks Chicano council members
and executive branch officers who she
claims, with great political insight, have
"sold out" in the proverbial game of
power politics.
Simply because Chicano members of
the Progressive Student Coalition are
working with us on constructive
programs for the good of the entire
student body, rather than supporting the
"rhetoric radicals," they can hardly be
termed as "enemies of the people," as
Miss Boyer insinuates.
I do not believe, as portions of last
year’s government did, that taking over
administration buildings is a practical
action or duty of the A.S. offices. I
strongly feel, however, that campus
areas like athletics, ROTC, band and job

recruiting should be able to exist on
campus for all those students who wish
to participate in them without interference, while working for a progressive
student community. In order to maintain
stability on campus it is necessary for
both the traditional and progressive
viewpoints to work together in order to
build and not destroy. It can be done. As
president, I intend to carry out this
philosophy.
All we ask of the Spartan Daily is an
impartial analysis of our programs. If the
paper honestly feels criticism is in order,
make it constructive and offer suggestions as to how it might be improved.
Participation and cooperation is needed
from all elements if this college is to
continue to progress.

Poetry

Cartwheels
The thought occurred to me
while sitting and watching some
children at play.
A young boy of no more than four
was doing cartwheels,
one after another,
on the Millers grassy knoll.
Not fully understanding what had
come over me,
I suddenly found myself having the
impulse to cartwheel too.
Maybe I wanted to see if it felt
any different now.
Rising slowly from my perch.
I strolled down the street and
into my backyard.
I was prepared to make a fool of myself
in the privacy of my own home.
Not wasting anytime.
I broke into a trot,
and reaching the middle of the yard,
I went into a spectacular array of
gymnastic endeavors,
landing with finality,
rather clumsily,
on the cool grass.
My face creased in contortion,
I just laid there,
trying to offset the stinging pain
in my lower back,
radiating down through my toes
and seething in my brain.
Gritting my teeth,
I opened my eyes to the trees,
the birds,
the sky,
all swirling in a pulsating haze
before me.
Suppressing the feeling to faint,
a hacking nausea soon left my body.
Relief.
Contentment.
Worm,
energizing sun shone fiercely,
pumping my senses
until the rustle of leaves
and the drone of sprinklers
alluded me to something vaguely
reminiscent of the past.
I had done this before,
and I didn’t feel any different now.
Have I seen and felt everything in my
world through perpetual cartwheel?
Am I still going around in circles?
JOHN COHEN
Graduate Student

There have been a lot of ugly rumors
going around about the library lately.
They are all true.
The SJS Library is a fantasy trip. You
walk in, and you don’t believe a thing
you see..
There 3re thousands upon thousands
of books keeping some dust off the
shelves within the architectural
abortion, sometimes referred to as the
library.
Yet there is not one book that you
need. That is, unless you need a book
which contains observations of a pretty
cute protozoa during its 12-hour life
span (includes an introduction by Amos
Ameba.)
Unreliable sources in the library
indicate most of the problems stem from
the fact it ain’t got no money.
ledgyslatures don’t like us no
moresob, sob, s.o.b.’s,- they cry.
Well., as everyone knows, when the
money doesn’t flow, the shelvers go. The
shelvers are the most logical people to
throw out. They are the ones who put
the books back where they belong.
You see, administrators are needed so
they can worry about having no money
to do anything. Librarians are needed
kattered all over the place so they can
direct students to the place where the
books aren’t, but should be.
And, of course, the super-productive
security force is needed to check out
students who steal their books. The only
problem now is that there are no worthwhile books to steal.
Actually, though, there are a bunch of
books worth stealing. They are piled in a
big room just waitin3 for shelvers to be
hired to put them away. But no one will
hire shelvers until the legislature appropriates more money.
And the legislature won’t appropriate
more money until the library is
straightened out which will happen
when the shelvers put the books away.
Steve E. Swenson

Staff Comment

Dissent, Yes
Damage, No
By PAT FLAGG
The best way we can help the North
Vietnamese is to shut down the institutions hereto destroy them," said
Kathy Christian, a UC Berkeley sophomore. She was addressing an anti -war
rally last Wednesday at UC when she
made this stupid, irresponsible remark.
Many people who were sympathetic
to her cause were alienated by this comment. People are sick and tired of
wanton destruction of propertyof the
loss and injury to human beings.
How does this type of action Miss
Christian favors help her cause or, for
that matter, any cause?
It is not suggested that you should be
a docile individual when it comes to
expressing your beliefs. It is suggested
that you be constructive.
Constructive solutions have never
come easily and have never been
accomplished by alienating people who
would be a great asset to your cause.
Inform the people, bring to light that
what you believe is unjust, try to
persuade in favor of your belief, but
don’t threaten people. If you do you had
better resign yourself to failure.
Dissent yes, destruction no
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News Review

Fiscal Chaos
Compiled From Associated Press
LOS ANGELESChancellor Glenn S. Dumke, head of the
California State College system, said yesterday the gap between society and higher education is in "as bad a state as it
has been since the Middle Ages."
Dumke maintained, however, that "We are not in a state of
anarchy; we are doing an effective job."
The head of the 19-campus system said he believes turbulence on the campus is tapering off and the problem ahead
lies in convincing the fellows in the legislature of this.
Durnke implied criticism of the budget submitted by Gov.
Reagan, saying: We asked for $369 million. We got $315
millionon which the legislature still has to act."
Dtunke said this was only $5 million over last year, adding:
We are fiscally constrained.. .We are expected to take on
20,000 more students with almost the same financing we had
last year."
"Maybe," Dumke said, its time to step back and take a
look at our systems and our programs."

Soviet Submarine Sighted
1

WASHINGTONA Soviet nuclear attack submarine has
surfaced in Cuban waters, the Pentagon announced yesterday.
A spokesman said the sub does not carry missiles but is
designed for anti-submarine warfare.
This was the first U.S. disclosure that a submarine was
among Russian naval vessels making a new series of port
calls and visits to Cuba.
Last week, the Pentagon said three Russian naval vessels,
a guided missile-armed light cruiser, a tanker and a submarine tender had reached Cuban waters.

Nixon Deletes Air Limits
WASHINGTONPresident Nixon said yesterday he will
place no limitations on potential use of American airpower
anywhere in Indochina, except to bar use of tactical nuclear
weapons.
At a White House news conference, Nixon was asked about
speculation that South Vietnam might send some of its forces
across the demilitarized zone into the North.
Nixon said he would decline to speculate on what the Saigon government might feel impelled to do to proterct its own
national security.
But he made it clear that, should the South Vietnamese
army push northward, the operation would have to meet with
his approval if American forces were involved in any way.
Asked if he thought operations in Laos might prompt Communist China to enter the conflict, the President said those
operations were in no way intended to threaten China "and
should not be interpreted by the Communist Chinese as a
threat to them."
He added that he did not believe the Chinese would see the
Laotian incursion as a threat.
The President also announced that U.S. troop withdrawals
from So. h Vietnam will go forward on schedule and the
Paris pe ce talks will be kept alive but, in that regard, declared, Ne’re not going to make any more concessions"
diplomatically.
In view of foreign policy matters, Nixon described himself
encouraged by developments in the Middle East, declaring
that he felt the United Arab Republic had been "more forthcoming" than expected and added Israel had taken a similar
course. Saying the United States would not exert pressure on
either side he predicted that the Mideast cease fire, when it
expil es, will be extended.

SJS Open to Old
If Card Approved
Senior citizens may soon
be joining the college mainstream through the use of a
Golden Years card, which
would give them access to
many campus facilities and
admission to campus events
at student rates.
Reed Sparks, newly appointed personnel selections officer, submitted a
proposal to student council
last week to give senior citizens admission to public,
athletic, music, and dramatic events on campus at
student rates. Library
privileges were also requested.
The privileges would be
open to one senior citizen and
a guest upon presentation of
a Golden Years card.
The card would be distributed to citizens holding a
medicare card, or holding
.nembership in a senior citizens’ organization.
,In the event senior citizens
use of privileges grew to
such an extent as to infringe
on student use of the same
facilities, a Golden Years
Card Committee would
determine specific hours
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when senior citizens may use
their privilege cards.
The committee would be
composed of the vice mayor
of San Jose, the A.S. community relations officer, a
representative from the
college administration, and
two students at large.
The measure was referred
by council to the campus
policy committee for consideration before going back
to council for final action.

Waterbeds New Rage
tiy. LYNN PARENT
Daily Feature Writer
Tried a new way ot
sleeping lately?
Waterbeds are different
and very, very comfortable.
"You sleep longer mentally on it and shorter
physically," claims Scott
Peterson, proprietor of
The American Waterbed
Store, 480 S. 10th St.
A January 1971 SJS
graduate, Peterson said
that since he opened three
weeks ago he has sold 35
waterbeds.
The beds he sells range
in size from crib-size, for
$15, up to the jumbo 7-by -9
foot waterbed, for $50,
said Peterson.
The waterbeds can also
be custom made to order.
An interior decorator
has ordered one 22 inches
high," he added.
"PLEASURE ISLAND"
If you happen to have a
lot of money, one corn :6i.
pany offers a $2,800
waterbed called "Pleasure Island."
This is an 8 foot square
waterbed surrounded by
contour pillows, color
television, an elaborate
stereo set, a bar and directional lighting.
According to Peterson,
a woman eight months
pregnant laid on her stomach on one of the waterbeds on display in his
store. "I haven’t laid on
my stomach in months,"
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A new magazine supplement will make its debut
March 24 in the Spartan
Daily. Eclipse, replacing
NOW magazine will have a
broader editorial content

she said.
"It moves with every
part of your body," said
Michael Paulangelo, an
SJS
Speech-Communication major, explaining
why he liked them.
Filled with water, the
waterbed molds itself to
your body. It undulates
when you move.
Even sex is supposed to
be better in a waterbed.
"Anything that vibrates
or undulates has a sexual
connotation," said Dr.
Sylvia Sternlieb, a San
Jose psychiatrist.

"11:

MOVES WITH YOUDiane Phillips is perched on her
bear rug which is laid across a waterbed. The vinyl
beds filled with water come in varying sizesand
prices. The beds are described as "moving with every
part of your body," and one entrepreneur says "the
seams won’t leak."
Daily Photo by Tim Tittle

SENSORY FEELING
She believes that young
people buy it primarily
because of this connotation.
Her first impression of
waterbeds is that one is
induced into a sensory
perceiving feeling.
She is buying a waterbed "because
I have
group therapy in my
home and it would be a
conversation piece."
She was considering
buying a circular waterbed.
The waterbed is a
"visual pleasure to look
at," said one customer in
Peterson’s store.
Waterbeds have been
on the market for three
years. They were first designed by Charles Hall as
a master’s degree project
at San Francisco State
College.
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than its predecessor, aa
editor Craig MacDonald.
Funny Foto contest is pla
ned for the first issu
Information will be pu
lished later.

Planning to Travel?
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Be able to order meals, ask directions, go shopping, etc.
Small classes, afternoons or evening.
10 wee::ly 2a hour lessons $75.00.
Credentialed and experienced teacher. Near SJSC.
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SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
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Tickets $3 $4 5
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
available at
912 Town & Country Village
next to Fox Theatre 246-1160
Open Mon-Fri 10 to 5:30, Sat. 10 to 3:00
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GRAND OPENING
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COPY
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Validity of Names
Will Affect Recall
The A.S. Election Board is
scheduled to meet today to
decide, once and for all, if
there will be an election to
recall A.S. President Bill
Langan.
The meeting will be held at
2 p.m. in the Student Council
chambers, located on the
second level of the College
Union. It is open to the
public.
At the meeting, the board
will hear testimony from a
representative of Dean of
Students Robert S. Martin
concerning the validity of 158
illegible signatures on the
"Recall Langan" petition.
Dean Martin’s secretary
has been checking A.S. card
numbers against the illegible
signatures to determine if
the names represent SJS students.That process was completed yesterday, after two
weeks of work.
If 68 of those signatures
are validated, it will give the
petition the required 2,463

One JUJITSU Lesson
Classes Tue. & Fri. 7:30-9:00 P.M.
$15/Month - No Contract
Spectators Welcome

Acaelettuji3iSeti-Oeitnse

names and thus force the recall election. That election
will probably be held despite
the fact that recall leaders
have reported a lack of
interest in the election.
If less than 68 are declared valid, it will mark
the end of the three-month
drive to unseat Langan.
meeting
to
Today’s
consider the 158 signatures
was ordered by an ad hoc
Judicial Appeals Board, in a
decision released yesterday.
That Appeals Board decision, though, also ruled out
the use of some 90 additional
were
that
signatures
collected in a 48-hour period
( Jan. 11-13

Annr4

DUSKIN
eimminmem
, of
. San Jose

Phone 287-6829 (Tue. & Fri. Eve.)

M0HA 110 51111 tO-.0

42 E. SAN ANTONIO
BETWEEN 1st & 2nd NEAR YMCA
(one coupon per order)
3 Free comes with this coupon
thru 2/21

201 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
296-7800
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Daily
open Thurs. and Fri. until 9 p.m.

At STARTING TONIGHT *

THERED BARN
DELIVERS FREE

FROM 7:00 TO 1100 P.M.
CALL
MINIMUM ORDER

7 DAYS A WEEK

295-9679

It’s hard
to feel secure
under 30
and other
tragedies of
college life.
Getting hip to the
reality that you’re not going
in school forever
can he a had experience
Thai’s why it pays to plan
for the future now Invest
in a life insurance program
that can provide the
foundation for a solid
financial structure.
Provider. Mutual has
program carefully designed
for college students, Th,
earlier you start, the less
it costs. And the more
security you’ll have a
chance to build.
So stop by our off.,’
today. Or give its a call.
And if you end up talking
to an over 30, don’t he
surprised when he
empathizes. Mainly because
he had to get hip to the
same reality.

Gerry Roberts
Long 8i Associates
1901 South Bascom
Avenue
Campbell
371-0203

rw?Y.1.41N

$4.00

MENU
85c
CHICKEN SNACK
2 PIECES OF CHICKEN, FRIES

701-7,A Kings Row
(Near 10th & Gish)

XEROX 3600
7 Color Paper, Legal
3 Hole Punched
No Minimum
Open 7 Days
8:30-9:30 p.m.

Alvin Duskin
is here.

FREE

IVE ACCEP
F0017 FAN

rc

NOW ’Eclipsed’

Sleeping Made Fun

CHICKEN DINNER
1.20
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN, FRIES, ROLL

BUCKET
4.15
BARNFULL
2.85
14 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 6 ROLLS
9 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 6 ROLLS
PARTY BARREL
5.49
21 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 12 ROLLS
POTATO CHIPS MAY Bt SUBSTITUTED FOR FRIES.
69c
BARN BUSTER
20c
20c
HAMBURGER
POTATO CHIPS
55c
BIG BARNEY
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
50c
20c
FRENCH FRIES
FISH SANDWICH .
49c
49c
COLE SLAW (PINT)
COLE SLAW (Individual)
19c
25c
CHEESEBURGER
APPLE TURNOVERS
20c
Large
15c
SMALL
COKE, ORANGE, ROOT BEER .
5c
29c
COFFEE
Strawberry
Vanilla,
(Chocolate,
MILK SHAKES
Sorry, Red Barn discount coupons are not valid for deliveries. This
offer is for Dorms, Fraternities, and Sororities only.

iimmommmimimalimmarnam.
RED BARN HAS 24% MORE
II
100% BEEF THAN MCDONALDS
AT THE SAME PRICE. GET
II
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY.
II
El A R N
FOR A FREE HAMBURGER
THAT FILLS THE BUN,
II It
BRING IN THIS COUPON.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON.
-:".1.":""IPZIQ 4=241411212i11..11,
...MEMO

RED

.

RED 1
BAR...
m ..
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Produces ’Hair’
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IMPROVISATIONCast rehearI"HAIR"
ses for two free performances of exerpts
from the production "Heir" which will be
given tonight at 8 and 10 In Morris Dailey

Auditorium. The production presents a freeform art through the use of musk, dance
and improvisation and will be given by
students from all the arts.

Amid flashing lights and
surrounded by sound, the
SJS Theater Workshop will
present "a new form of theater,
relatively
unstructured...within cuttings
taken from the production
’Hair,’ "according to Marty
Weening, a graduate drama
student.
The two free performances, at 8 and 10 tonight
in Morris Dailey Auditorium, will be directed by
Weening.
The lighting design will be
provided by Jim Jacobs with
original, live music by
Sebastian Blue and Tribe.
"Walking in Space," a complete modern dance, was
choreographed by Gayle
Stepanek.
The experiment in livingtheater has the eight women
and ..welve men of the cast
being themselves first, and
then the characters. They
will be constantly moving,
their energy sustaining
throughout, attempting to
communicate this energy to
the audience.
The characters in the story
live in a commune-like
group, enjoying their togetherness. Their happy
times and hurt feelings are
revealed as the stcry progresses.
When one of the boys gets

Design and Chambers

Brothers Groove

By 0. J. SALVATORE
Special to the Daily
Teeny-bopper is one way to
describe the "pure, clear,
arid deceptively simple"
music of Design, six young
young)
perhaps
too
Britishers. Written and performed for the commercial
tastes of the 4 to 14 age
bracket, Design tends to devise a completely mediocre,
commonplace sound, both
vocally and instrumentally.
Marion Towbin, author of
the liner notes, believes this
group is going places. He has
an extremely vivid imagination!
I "Minstrel’s Theme" gives
me a headache as does
"Buttercup Stranger." In
, fact, the rest of the songs,
because of their blandness,
climax into one over-sized
aspirin tablet!

Pianist
To Give
Recital
Pianist Cherie M. Curry
will present a recital in the
concert hall of the Music
Building Tuesday, Feb. 23 at
8:15 p.m.
The program, given in
partial fulfillment of Miss
Curry’s master’s degree,
will include Bach’s "Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in
D minor," Beethoven’s
"Sonata in E major," Norman Dello Joio’s "Piano
Sonata No. 3" and Three
Preludes by Rachmaninoff.
Miss Curry has had extensive experience as an accompanist for musical productions, voice classes and
opera workshops. She is also
serving as an adjudicator for
UNICEF, young artist
series, in San Jose.
The program is free of
charge, and the public is invited to attend.

Employing two female
vocalists does little to cnhance Design’s sound. Conceivably,
Kathy
and
Gabrielle could do well to
abandon the group and form
their own.
There’s only one place this
group can godown! If you
dig totally ordinary, inferior
music, turn on to Design.
Otherwise,
smash
the
record. They need all the
help they can get!

’Mother Night’

Vonnegut uses this story
line to launch an attack on
materialism, Americanism,
Communism, Nazism, Zionists, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, war, peace,
motherhood and sex.
The only time Vonnegut’s
tone changes is when he

on in "Let’s Get Funky." It’s
a whole different beat as he
nearly loses his voice in the
process.
Funkadelic is one title we
may apply to the Chambers
Brothers invigorating sound.
It is a combination of
psychedelic and funky, perfected only by these amazing
musicians. "New Generation," the title cut, demonstrates a definite improvement over the earlier
days of "Time." The listener
becomes lost in a myraid of
tones.
"Going to the Mill" is the
Chambers Brothers high
point of the record. Harmony
is the key to the brother’s
feelings. They have built
speaks of the love he had for their sound on feeling and it
his wife. He says, "And yet is feeling that keeps them
another moral occurs to me going. If they had their way,
now. Make love when you this album would never end.
can. It’s good for you."
A masterpiece!
1110,1114111V VILA1-28-4-41-11141414-1A * I1L hL *
41.041-1A

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PIIARM ACY
WE ARE

Guitar lessons are
a!so available for
your convenience.
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

CONVENIENT
CLOSE
READY

COSMETICS
SODA FOUNTAIN
PHOTO WORK
The Place To Get
518 S. 1018

PRESCRIP I 10 N>
-

South
10th
Street

F.
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Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum

illeep &mac
Two locations to Serve You
84 E.
SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE
298-5404
m.o.& manb ens

dam..

5161
STEVENS CREEK
SANTA CLARA
248-9858
41/4

..040.
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Japanese Ciisine, Cocktail Lounge
Sukiyaki & Tempura, Beef Teriyaki & Seafood
AVE SAN JOSE

50 ME RIDiAN

294-1330
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By ANNA BLACK
ment made him seem insoDaily Feature Editor
lent and arrogant.
The remarkable thing
Two scenes that stayed
about the San Francisco with me the longest were
Mime Troup’s performance Judge Hoffman clenching his
in the C.U. Ballroom Monday fists like a frustrated child
night was that the repression when Seale made a good
of Black Panthers was point, and a firing squad that
drawn from the cities of the "fired" at pictures of now
United States where it dead Black Panthers. As
happens and focused onto a they shot, the picture would
come crashing down as 1 TliilkeivietiUSIC
little stage.
It was focused so finely though the floor of a gallows
that you could see Bobby had opened up.
Seale and Judge Hoffman
and Huey Newton. You could
see what makes up the re44.14:;:r4k
pression of Black Panthers.
For instance, when Judge
Hoffman announced to the
r;
court that there was to be no
,11
reference to race, it would
have been as easy to forbid
reference to law or court
procedure.
The play, "Seize the
Time" based on Bobby
Seale’s book and court transcripts, was short. The new
scene about Erika Huggins,
from the killing of her husband by police to her own
arrest, wasn’t used. Jael
JUICE & SNACK BAR
VITAMINS & MINERALS
Weisman, a member of the
GINSENG
troupe-collective, said they
ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS
still didn’t feel quite ready to
FRESH ORANGE, CARROT, AND APPLE JUICE
add it.
The troupe used the speed
of movement to their adOPEN 9AM SPM MON F I
35 S. 4th
vantage. Something about
SAT 10 AM RPM, SUN 10 A M.-5 P.M.
Judge Hoffman’s nasal
287-5410
whine, when combined with
siamps
slow, exaggerated move -

C1021S1411A710y1
114111tRi4t
1000S

oporm5

34

10-20% OFF
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Do you think
a bright young engineer
should spend
his most imaginative years on
the same assignment?
That’s why we have a twoYou may select specialized jobs, or broad systemsyear Rotation Program for
type jobs. Or you can choose
graduating engineers who
not to change assignments if
would prefer to explore several ,
you’d rather develop in-depth
technical areas. And that’s why
skills in one area.
many of our areas are organEither way, we think
ized by function --rather than
you’ll like the Hughes apby project.
proach.
At Hughes, you might
It means you’ll become
work on spacecraft, communimore versatile in a shorter
cations satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first If you qualify, we’ll arrange for time.
you to work on several different (And your
two years.
HUGHES
All you need is an EE, ME assignments... and you can salary will L
or Physics degree and talent. help pick them.
showit.)

0944.

DIviSION

Some of the current openings at Hughes:
Microwave & Antenna Engineers
Electro-Optical Engineers
Microcircuit Engineers
Space Systems Engineers
Missile Systems Engineers
Guidance & Controls Engineers
Spacecraft Design Engineers
Weapon Systems Englneers
Components & Materials Engineers
Circuit Design Engineers
Product Design Engineers
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Neither do we.

Is coming to
CMUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC

Mime Play
Raps Trial

ujiyamer qapden4 Remeruran

now

Are you ready people for a
brand new groove? The
Chambers Brothers are together! Bible-oriented rock,
psychedelic, very mellow
sounds come from the voices
of the four brothers in "New
Generation."
Will Chambers demonstrates his solo qualities best
in "Young Girl," while
brother Lester whom we
may easily apply the title
"leather lungs," gets it right

SA-evaa-et &de-drone
in The college 1’mon

that is relevant to the
present-day social structure,
the cast of the Theater Workshop hopes to capture and
communicate as well as experience the beauty and
frustration of a younger
generation," stated Weening.
"Morris Dailey Auditorium from 8:15 to 12 midnight will be a commune
the occupants will consist of
the audience and cast to experience as one."

kr:

Spy Spoofed
By GREG CUMMINGS
Special to the Daily
"The Mother Night" by
Kurt Vonnegut Jr. combines
a dry wit with the suspense
of a mystery to become a
satirical comment on men
and their governments at
war, and at peace.
Vonnegut casts himself as
the story teller. He’s the hero
"Howard W. Campbell Jr.,
an American by birth, a Nazi
by reputation and a nationless person by inclination."
"The Mother Night" opens
with Howard W. Campbell
sitting in an Israeli jail waiting for "a fair trial for war
crimes by the Republic of
Israel."
From his cell in the "nice
new jail in old Jerusalem,"
Campbell tells the story of
his connection with the
Nazis. He tells of his wartime job as a propaganda expert who spewed racism for
the Nazis while giving the
Allies secret codes.

drafted, the other members
of the group go into the
audience, searching for him.
The cast will improvise
while searching, trying to
achieve audience participation by transmitting their
energy.
It is an "educational experience to exemplify or present a new means of expression within the bounds of
the theater," Weening said.
"With the use of music,
dance and improvisation

For additional information,
please contact your College
Placement Director or write:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Emfroyment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, California 90230
U.S. Citizenship is required
An equal opportunity employer

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
March 4, 1971
Contact College Placement
I Office to arrango interview
appointment.
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Nine Opens
’here Friday
"We are stronger overall
this season but I don’t know
if we’ll win anymore games
’ than we did last year," says
Gene Menges about his 1971
Spartan baseball team.
Last year, his first as head
. coach, Menges’ Spartans
posted a 16-21 record. A lack
of hitting, speed and consistency on defense are some
of the reasons given for last
years mark.
The new season starts
tomorrow, when SJS hosts
San Francisco State at south
campus at 2:30 p.m. The
Spartans will travel to
Hayward State Saturday for
a double header beginning at
noon.
Of this years team,
hilenges recently said, "We
r are much stronger in hitting
.1 and defense. The question is
Mill our new pitching come
up to the level of last years
’ :tittching?"
.,Three hurlers who could
:114ve returned this year
. "signed professional
. siontracts last summer. Al
!Withol inked with the Kansas
9ty Royals, Gary Houston
.with the Mets, and Bob

Grover with the Twins.
Menges hopes that Mark
Reeser a transfer from
Laney
College,
Dave
Imwalle, and senior Raleigh
Rhodes can take up the slack
on the mound staff along
with sophomore Chris Sorenson, when he finishes playing
basketball.
In pre PCAA contests last
year Menges alternated
pitchers. He is planning on
continuing this practice this
season. "Since we are pointing to the PCAA at this stage,
we’ll use two pitchers a
game."
The Spartans first team
PCAA selection Al Ariza will
be back in left field. He was
the second leading hitter in
the PCAA last year.
Menges said competition
for several positions could
change some people but this
is his tentative lineup.
Catching will be done by Tim
Day, at first will be Chris
Guenther, Pete Jensen at
second, Brian Nakamoto at
third, Larry Lintz at shortstop, Ariza in left, Greg Marshall in center, and Smith in
right.

Season Opens March 6

Carty Paces Spikers
Intramurals
A change to 11 -man soccer
was announced yesterday by
Intramural Director Or.
Daniel Unruh. Soccer play is
scheduled to start next
Wednesday, but instead of
eight man teams, regulation
elevens will play.
The switch is possible
according to Unruh since the
intramural department has
acquired rights to play on the
varsity soccer field. Deadlines for entries and fees are
not affected by the switch.

Both are due today.
Unruh emphasized a meeting of team captains next
Monday, 3:15 p.m., MG 201,
to discuss details of the
change. No other rules will
be affected by the change.
However, Unruh noted
games can now be played at
night if conflicts arise in
scheduled afternoon games.
For other upcoming intramural events, nothing has
been changed.

By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Editor
The SJS cindermen ended
their indoor track season last
weekend with the Houston
Astrodome Meet, the L.A.
Times Indoor Meet, and the
Athens Invitational
in
Oakland.
With several performers
out due to injuries, the
Spartans were able to attain
only limited success.
Leading the way at the
Astrodome was George
Carty. Carty placed third in
the 120 high hurdles with a
strong early season time of
13.8. "George was a little
overweight earlier in the
season but he’s rounding into
shape now," commented SJS
track mentor Ernie Bullard.

The gentle oobi- brings love
from friend to friend,
passing from hand to hand.

Frosh Try Sweep
Of Taller Bulldogs
,,,The SJS freshmen con4litue a season long struggle
the land of the giants
riday when they meet
esno State in a 6 p.m.
:4-bisketball game at Civic
’Auditorium.
%L. The game is a rematch of a
luesday encounter in Fresno
which the Spartans won 75For the Spartans it means
!Pother run-in with 7-1
’Bulldog center Neal McCoy.
McCoy, averaging 13
’nts a game, played only
of Tuesday’s game,
ring six points. SJS coach
Dave Waxman blamed his
brief appearance on conditioning troubles. He noted
the Spartans had height
problems even when McCoy
was
the bench.
-We’ve been shorter than
wonent this. yeat.’.2,-.
said Waxman. To counter
this he employs a pressing
&Nue and a fast breaking
offense that combined for
Tuesday’s last second
victory.
Outrebounded 60-45 by
Fresno,
the
Spartans

pressed in the last two
minutes, producing turnovers that led
to the
winning Deli goal by Brad
Metheany
with
seven
seconds to play.
Metheany was high scorer
for SJS with 26. Game scoring honors went to Fresno’s
Charles Bailey with 28.
A win Friday would assure
the Spartan frosh of a .500
season, no small feat according to Waxman. "At the start
of the season I was just
hoping to win a game," he
quipped.
Waxmar ’4 early fears
were caused 6. *he presence
of only two recruited
players. Using "walk ons"
like Metheany, here on football scholarship, the first
year coach has molded what
Jae galioLai.elesoultait twit
In a rtittospective mood
with only four games to play,
Waxman in an interview,
indicated surprise at the
improvement of 6-7 center
Tom Clayton. "He’s 200 per
cent better in attitude and
ability."

CLEARANCE! 1

"His 13.8 at Houston is an
excellent time this early in
the season."
Also in the Astrodome, Vic
Dias placed third in the pole
vault with a leap of 16 feet.
At the Times Meet, Jim
Love placed fourth in the 500yard run with a 1:00.4 clocking. SJS assistant coach Lee
Evans won the 300 and 600yard runs.
In Oakland, Bob Richards,
Jr. provided a pleasant surprise for the Spartans.
Richards placed second in
the pole vault with a 16"/2"
vault, his best ever. Chuck
Sundsten was sixth in the
long jump at 2310".
SJS will start its regular
track season March 6, hosting a small college meet. The

Spartans will be out to
capture the NCAA title for
tile second time in SJS
history. The cindermen won
he crown in 1969 but were
not allowed to compete in the
finals last year.
"We’ve started a little
slower than usual this. year
but I’m confident we II be
ready," commented the first
year coach. "Our main
concern right now is our dis-

tance runners. Several have
been injured and have not
been able to train very
hard."
Following
the
small
college meet here, the Spartans will travel north to
Berkeley for the showdown
with the Bears, March 13.
Berkeley won the NCAA title
last year only to have it
taken away for eligibility
reasons.

SKI SALE
25 01/0

OFF
ON ALL
Aspen -McGregor
Mr. "D" Ski Wear
Henke & LaDolomite
Boots
All Poles, Stretch
Pants & Sweaters

ACCOUNTING
MAJORS
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
February 18 & 19 I Thursday & Fr,dayl

Accounting
Engineering Cost Control
Data Processing
Engineering Economics
Financial Analysis and Planning
Internal Auditing
Profit Planning
Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer.
1105 County Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070

LENIft/RT ELECTRIC
.,ENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS

Was
$200
$145
$150
$115
$85

VOLKL ZEBRA

VOL KL SAPPORO
SPALDING GS
SPALDING GM
SPALDING GR

Now
$160
$116
$100
$92
$68

Plus many sale packages

SPORTS
SKYLINE
1020 W. San Carlos
275-9100

295- 5440

Stephen Hayes
U.C. Davis

Mark Watts

K!rsten Mott

Well, the free introductory
lesson hooked me into it. But
boy was I glad when the results started showing. My
grades are higher, I can read
a novel in two hours and I
remember what I read now,
even author’s names!"

"I feel that the drill in the
course helped me tremendously. Even if I didn’t increase my reading speed
and comprehension three
Imes the drills will be very
effective in the future. You
learn more than just reading
last, you learn how to pick
out different reading materials."

"In my held, keeping up Is
an absolute must. As
model and teacher at MISS
Lorraine’s Model School
there is a lot to keep up with
so I feel the Evelyn Wood
Reading course Is a great

Nena Snow
U. S. F.

David J Samuelson
U C Berkeley

Harold Taft
Cal State-- Hayward

"Yes, my speed did increase, but so did my retention, my comprehension and,
above all in a noisy dorm
atmosphere, my concentration!"

Reading Dynamics has revolutionized my study arid
leisure time schedule. I can
now read all of my assignments and supplementary
texts in depth and I still
have ample time for pleasure reading."

Well, not only did my actual
reading speed increase
it
tripled in fact but also
developed a whole new way
of approaching study matertal. I’d say I’m a much better student now

Casimir A. Wilson
Harvard
(Law School)

Lance Robbins
Law Student

Alan Hall
U C Berkeley

help."

DISCOUNTS

75%0 OFF
"I think Reading Dynamics is
analogous to seeing a picture as a whole rather than
as patches of color, That our
public schools teach us to
read word by word seems
rather weak support for the
conclusion that this is the
only or even the most efficient way to read."

:PRICES SLASHED!
No Other Store Offers Such Discounts
famous broS Int
SKI BOOTS
PARKAS
Gaper
PANTS
SKI
599

FORMOILY
USED FOR
RENTAL

799

999

Brand New 1
FAMOUS ’RAND

Ronald F. Baireuther
Stanford

"My main worry was that I
would only be able to read
certain things faster, but I
found the Evelyn Wood
method actually works with
technical reading as well as
fiction. And with my major,
it’s a good thing."

"I’ve found dynamic reading
to be a valuable asset in
researching and organizing
material of a semi -technical
nature as well as an aid in
keeping abreast of current
day developments."

William Glass
Boalt School of Law

Sandra Poysa
U C Berkeley
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"The primary reason for my
taking the Evelyn Woods’
Reading Dynamics course
was to improve my technical
reading. The results tar surpassed my expectations. I
increased my reading speed
nine-fold and maintained my
comprehension at 85%."

"I worked pretty hard at It,
but It was worth it. The Evelyn Wood reading course has
helped my grades, my enjoyment of reading and I think
it’s given me confidence In
my abilities as a student."

gr..

"Not only was my first year
in law school bearable, but
I had plenty of free time to
participate in all of the
activities in which I am
interested, due to... Evelyn
Wood."
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Come to Your Free Speed Reading Lesson.
You’ll Increase Your Reading Speed On-The-Spot!

WEDGES
D, s" St:
9’2
WOODSGOLF

FAIN I

2.99

Eg.7.,tt

111.,

asy readers!

a

THIS WEEK ONLY
Today and Friday Feb. 19 at 5 and 8 P.M.
Saturday Feb. 20 at 10 A.M.
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL
302 San Carlos
San Jose

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

Reading should be like watching a movie. It should
move fast, be engrossing, enjoyable and easy. Its pace
should approximate reality. Reading should bein a
worddynamic.
And to over 450,000 people, reading is dynamic.
These easy readers are Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
graduates. In 8 short weeks, they mastered the technique
of reading dynamically and recall. They now read an
average novel in 2 hours, finish off textbook assignments
at 50-75 pages an hour, and read a newspaper in a matter of minutes.
they discover this course? Maybe it was
How
because F .!,1nnt Kennedy invited Evelyn Wood to the
train his top level personnel. Or perhaps
White Hous
they simply "ad an ad like this one and attended a free
lesson.

tl
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Tenants Association
Publishes Booklet
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Staff Writer
Since some 7,400 SJS students live in rented dwellings, according to the college
housing office, students
occasionally run into legal
difficulties with landlords.
"Your Rights as a Tenant"
explains in a 20-page booklet
published by the Santa Clara
County Tenants Association,
what are some tenant’s
rights.
"The landlord cannot
physically or forcibly evict
you by himself, such as by
locking you out of your
home.
"Only the sheriff has this
authority and he must be
given it by the court in each
individual case," the booklet
reports.
Another right of tenants
states: "The landlord has no
right to enter your home
without your permission
unless consent is given in the
lease.
"The landlord can be sued
for trespassing if he enters
without
consent
from
you...," states the booklet.
MAINTENANCE
Major upkeep and keeping
the property up to standards
set by the Housing Code and
the Health Department are
also the landlord’s legal responsibilities.

-If the landlord fails to
repair the defect, after being
notified by the tenant, the
tenant is allowed by law to
have the defect repaired and
to deduct this amount from
his rent as long as the
amount of the repair bill
does not exceed the amount
of one month’s rent," says
the booklet.
Tenants should exercise
care when signing leases. If
a deposit is required, be sure
the lease clearly states what
kind of deposit is required,
how much it is, and under
what conditions it will be returned, the publication
warns.
’HOUSING FOR PEOPLE’
The association, which
claims "housing is for
people, not profit" also says,
try not to sign a lease that:
-Allows a landlord to
enter your home whenever
he wants.
- Doesn’t clearly state
who is to pay for water, gas
electricity, and heat.
-Requires tenants to pay
for fees the landlord incurs
when suing a tenant for rent
or damages.
-Waves the landlord from
responsibility of major
upkeep, such as plumbing,
electrical system, and heating repairs.
Since
tenant-landlord
problems often involve legal

technicalities, the Tenants
Association urges tenants to
seek legal aid in housing disputes.
Single persons earning
62500 or less can qualify for

WANT TO TEST DRIVE A NEW
VEGA? Call Ron Ruiz 265 7453 San
Jose
MACRAME LESSONS: learn the art
of knotting Sign up for small group,
evening classes Call 274-2662.
CAR RALLYE. STANFORD SHOP
PING CENTER in Pato Alto) Satur
day. February 27 by Sportin’ Life
S3 00 Any car and beginners welcome.
Start anytime between 6 and 9 pm

Newspapers (bundled please).
Tin and aluminum cans (washed,
labels removed and crushed).
Volunteers -Trucks and Tools
also needed.
Magazines.
Glass (washed)..
Scrapmetal. ’

We’re located on 5th. St. behind bldg
"U". For more info. call Dr. John
Stanley (ext. 20931. or drop in to see
us at 0-100. Thanks!

CITY CENTER MOTEL I
COLOR TELEVISION
FREE

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENT’S
ALUMNI
i oieustit

vow

>8

MOVIE &

*
*
*
*

STILL

Cameras
Proietors
Supplies
Eguipmnt

’,Pit’

PRINTING

)oAle
Coned cA012
SOUTH FIRST
I746
Vernet arid Ceu.t4ouf Service

LOCAL

TELEPHONE

COFFEE - KITCHEN

CALLS

APIS - HEATED

AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS
HOUR

WAKE-UP

POOL

SERVICE

,

484 E. San Fernando St. Gettogether dinner.
Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom I WILPF 8 p.m., 515 N
First St. Will concentrate on
draft repeal.
Alpha Phi Alpha Inc., 8
p.m., C.U. Costanoan. A
smoker for all interested.

Functional Transportation ready ro
transport 1961 Comet 4
Sedan S100
327 6160
SS Chevy 2 door sedan. 26/ 5438
830116 Cutlass, wht bucket seats auto
matic floor shift, heater, radio ine car
best offer, Call 356 8364
MA SAAB: with low mileage; air
conditioning. & radial ply tires. Call
Mike at 287 4840 eves or 294-6414 cot
2484 days
VW 64 rblt 1500 eng r ww, lug rack
Porche shift, cig lighter. extras clean.
S900 48 S 7th 292 1781

06 T BIRD. Stick, overdrive, power
brakes Prepared for painting 513130 or
otter 241 8870
65 FaIrlane std. 6’, 2 door. Excellent
Condition New Tires & Battery, 20
rn. gal 0750 479 S 9th No 24 Aft 3.
SO Chrysler 4 door, good engine, new
regulator, new headgasket. 540 Call
Mike 295 9743 after 5 00 17 -es

63 Austin Mini, Looks Great, Needs
Work, Best Offer 356 0545 eves
ALL

CREDIT

CARDS

294-2995

ACCEPTED

44,17

FRIDAY FLICK -"IF" land 10 p rn
Morris Dailey And 50 cents

eirfe4‘
MOTEL-

vaa.

45

E

REED
of

Member of
Western
Motor Lodge

ST.

WEEKEND CHICKEN
SPECIAL
AT THE

RED BARN
1 BUCKET, 14 PIECES OF CHICKEN
4 ROLLS
4 FRIES
4 DRINKS
1 PINT OF COLE SLAW
Only

4 6503 Snow & Mud
FOR SALE
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 297 0273
540 for set or 948 9308

$3.99

Save

=MUM

SKIS I Head) For Sale 210 Standard
Marker toe, flex cable Size 12 Roots
ALL 575 Call Wes 295 2657

USED BOOKS & RECORDS. Mostly
hall price. Best selection used paper
Sacks in town, especially science
fiction, occult. classics. We buy
records in good condition, quality
books always Check us out Recycle
Books, 166 So 2nd Street. Open 10 10.
1960 VW good condition, new tires
radio, heater, sun roof, must sell 5300
or best offer 941 7332
U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
jackets, camping supplies, Neuy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites), London Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets
HIPPIE FASH
IONS Furs & Leather JACK & PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE 375 E. Hedding
7036 Thornton ave
Also
St
Si
Newark 10 5 Mon Thurs 10 6 Fri &
Sat
MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS SAMPLE
SALE. Down sleeping bags back
Packing tents and equipment
A
limited selection 20 25 per cent off
Call 35611642 evenings

2 BEDROOM APTS., S125 Stove &
Refrig New Paint & Drapes, Carpet
ng Laundry Facilities, Extra Stor
age 793 5995 5 min from Campus
Girls: torn 2 bdrm apt.’ a blk SJS NO
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S
10th St 10 a.m. to 2 pm. CO 1327

Ii9es
4

lines

5

lines
line,

APT RENTAL, 2 Bdrrn furnished S175
per month y block from SJS campus
Call 246 8812 or 378 5701
5 blks to college. 6
Student Rental
bbr . 3 bath. S300 per month sec. Dep.
Call 2274076

Waterbeds UL approved htr 10 hr
liner Queen
guar on bag W safet

For rent 3 ems, turn t bath, ref ig, no
stove. Uhl & elec paid. Quiet single or
grad 5 blks from sch, S65 mo. 665 S.
10th, 295.1255 after 6.

la House for rent for single or couple
575 per month. no sails. $ min from
SJS 293 3942 after 7 pm.

WaterbedsUL
approved htr.
101,
guar on bag W safety liner Queen or
King kit 079 Free del and install 1424
Searcy Dr S J Call 265 5485.

Girls: turn 2 bdrm apt i y blk SJS. NO
lease requ.red Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 am to 2 pm CY2.1327.

to
1 or 2 female roommates
share 2 bdrm apt. with 1 other 724 So,
8th St N. 3 Call 375 9310 or 256-3400
ask for Sue. Call anytime.

Puppies. need good h01090-7 weeks old
SS each Shp. Lab, Doberman Call 259
5435 After 4 00

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
To share 2 bdrm apt Royal Lanai 558
p mos non smokers. 259 7621.

Quiet: Male sr, or grad only small
studio apt. utilities Included 070 643
South Sixth St

G.E. Port.
model 400, new car
?ridge w headphones 550 or offer
National NC 300 amateur band row’.
1120, call Art after 6 6PM. 7612457

FREE COTTAGE for girl Exchange
1, y hrs. homework per day Car neces
sary 14750 Clayton rd. 258 1276

FRIDAY FLICK "IF" land 10 P.m
Morris Dailey Wad. 50 cents.

CORNER STUDIO COUCH GROUP
makes into 2 single beds %Int. cond.
Good for sm apt Evenings 2668958,

377 7544

Christian Chineese Sunday Service
held in Campus Christian Center 2:30
pm every Sun from Feb. 14 Located at
300 So 10th St., Call 293-3951.
For Rent: Office with adjoining photo
graphic dark room One half block
tram library. Exc location for school
affiliated business Office. $40 mo 40 S.
4th St. 287.7387.
Female Roomate needed for large fur
apt near campus. Upper division &
nonsmoker Call 195 7936.
Needed I Female Roornate to share
room in nice 2 bdrm apt. 551.50 a
month. Call 289 8467

leased Ski
For details

Male Roomate needed, 067.50 a month
plus ohs., own room, unfurn, Call Jim,
295.3068, After 6:00 P.M.

Ski Boots: Henke w. shoe sise 71:4
Lace up. New 515.00 392-0719.

Female Roomate wanted to share 2
bdrm apt , upper division 550.00, 439
So 4th 294 6922

WATER BEDS. KING SIZE FROM
1415 THE
s2995 AQUA SNOOZE
ALAMEDA 286 3544 LIVE & LOVE on
Liquid Luxury

I Female Roomate to share? bdrm., 2
bath apt with 3 others across street
from campus Call 289 8387

Feed portable typewriter like new.
hardly used Pica, with carrying case
140. Call 298 5312

Female Rmmt. to share 1 bdrm apt
Upper Div Preferred Walking dis.
from SJS 293.3256

69 Honda 305 SCRAMBLER. 5360.
Runs well only 8,000 mi new clutch.
Call Chuck (evenings) 353.2270 Los
Gatos

Female Student room board, small
salary for right duty near bus Ilne. Call
243 0399

Selling my interest in
Cabin, Tahoe City 0105.
Call 287 1400 rut 60

61 VW Camper, no pruolems 5900 210
Head Standard Skis, Marker Bindings
S60 Reiker Ski Boots 12, 535 Calypso
u w flash w bulb holder 540 Sell by
March I. Call Jack 297 4390
Afilif

1

Help! 1 or 2 Babysitters needed for 3
yr old girl while mother attends night
classes on M,T,W, TH. 298 5454
Earn at home. Address envelopes full
or part time
Send stamped, self
addressed envelope. SCC Dept
S.
11090 Strathmore No 17. LA, Ca
90024
College Students: Respectable part
time sales on commission basis Will
train call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia.
Europe, S. America, Africa. etc.
Students, all
professionals and
occupations 5700 to S3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,
free information. Write OVERSEAS
RESEARCH BUREAU. Box 5591 M
San Diego, Ca 92105.
COEDSNEED EXTRA cash or a free
’wardrobe our representative plan
allows you to earn at your liesure
Apply 3rd floor Fashions 31 Fountain
Alley San Jose Between 10 3 daily.
Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female, S300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr Workman 247 2900.
Drug clerk male, part time, must be
experienced White Front Pharmacy
Call 286 6300
MIDNIGHT
have to send
Siamese cat
people too.

NEEDS A HOME. Or we
her to the pound Our half
loves the outdoors II digs
Call Beverly at 286 3811.

GUITARISTS NEEDED. If you have
extensive knowledge of music and can
read it, Guitar Player Mag will pay
you Need people in Jazz, Folk. Rock
C&W. Blues. etc. Call Jim 354 6033 P

Part.Full time, Earn 5100 650 nu)
talking to friends Biodegradable
Home Care Products plus others
Come to Santa Clara MoteLodge 1655
El Camino Real Ask for Mr Westlake
at desk Mon Feb 22 8 pm No calls
please
Salesmen Wanted: to work into Sales
Management Positions 35 62 per cent
Ask for Mr
Comm Call 253 6101
Panda
Women: Larry Germain a leading
hair stylist has endorsed The Masters
Touch Wigs We need 150 Dist. for
Santa Clara County Come to Santa
Clara MoteLodge 1655 El Camino
Real Cont 140 8 pm Feb 22 No
Phone Calls
I1i11 AND FOUND
Kern
Shep
t2wk old pup
LOST
lost I 9 near Reed & 5th
Hound
Black tan with white noise rt front
paw 294 2464

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY to share 2 bdrm apt.
near campus 438 S. 9th no. 6. Call
NOW 287 4796
Girl MO mod. fur
SJS Pool own mm
298 1333

T.,es days

In::, days

five days

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.40

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

1.50

200

2.00
2 50
3.00

2 50

50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

SO

.50

2 bdrm apt 2 blk
Late nite calls OK

Attract. 4 Ildrm Willow Glen Home
hat 2 Bdrm. Avail. Fully turn. Inc’
stereo. TV, Washer, Dryer. Prefer to
share w. 2 amiable girls. Free food or
negot rent for light housework.
Strictly platonic scene desired. Rent
070 Call or come by Gary John 266
5779, 1065 Pine Ave.

Student rentals, 2 & 3 bedrooms funs.
695 So 11th. Call Sharon at
After 1 pm.

zeTisso

Male Ramie wanted to share mod. 2
bdrm. apt w 3 others SSO mo 643 S. 8th
no 7 CALL 2970209

miaow

Need female roommate to share house
118 N i4th SAO per month share with 3
young working students 295 6535.
ROOMS
$63 mo. kitchen privileges
available 1 block from campus. 155
So 11th St 2054063
.

SHOICES

7,

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry! Limited spaces avail
able in the College rnidence halls.
Applications may be picked up in the
housing office 319 So. 151h St. No. 6.
LUNCH COUNTER, Christanada
Natural Foods, 35S. 4th. Open? days, 0
a.m. to 7 p.m. 287 5410,

Foons.

CHRISTANADA NATURAL
Snack
Ginsegg, vitarnins.m inerals,
bar, organic grains, organic produce,
Jure bar. Yoga literature, macrobiotic
food, cook books, spiritual books,
incense. 35 S. 4th St. Open 7 days. 9
am
7 pm. 2075410.
Keep a clean machine. Cars rubbed
out, waxed while you’re in class.
Reasonable Park 755 7th Ask for Bob.
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 251 2598.
lump
LEARN SKYDIVING-First
course equipment turn. Stevens Para.
Loft Oakland Airport. 569.5358.
Dream Work. Gestalt methods.
Hypnosis 293-0720 After 7 pm
Photography done -any kind- spec
ialiying in model composites, portfolios, the unusual. Ask for D.J. 375.
0596
Typing-term papers, etc.. mum.
ienced and fast Phone 269.8674.
Rewrite.
DISSERTATIONS Theses;
edit for style, organization, reada
bility. No typing 265 6413.
AUTO INSURANCEMONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused -Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over $94, Married 21 24 $163.
Single men 24 125 under 0250. Mr. Toll
241,3900.
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit, Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanian 291.4104.

Female Roommate needed to share 3
bedroom house W 4 other chicks. 555
in 296 5499

1,11250N6LS

GRADUATE FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED to share I bdrm in a large
nice turn apt with fireplace close to
campus. 56350. call /97-0315.

Earl Owens Congrats on 9th Wedding
Anniversary
yngst son’s :net
birthday. Best wishes to wife
Family. Honesty is Best Policy. 29.6434

Female or Male roommate put fore.
room in IS. house, util. paid. 570-mo. 73
So Ith,
blk. from SJS call Eric 298.
5850

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Darlene M. miller. RE.247 NO,
Third, San Jose. 295 0995.

Dorm contract for sale in Royce Hall
call 269 65913 after 5pm
1,2, or 3 Male roornates needed
immed i 1 Blk from campus. 455 So
8th no. 1 787 3461 or 787-6931,
Liberal girl wanted to share? bedroom
apt on 12th & San Antonio w 3 others.
Phone 0906720 after S.
NEED MY OWN ROOM WITH A
NON SMOKER ROOMATE WHO CAN
DIG VIOLIN MUSIC IF YOUR BAG
IS POP MUS/C FORGET IT! JAY, PO
BOX 1472 SAN JOSE, CA 95109.
Female Rfnmt. Needed to share turn I
bdrm Apt Next to SJS Non smoker
567 50, 230 E San SalvadOr 295 5770
Female Roommate wanted large 2
bed. 2 bath apt, w pool 553.50 Call 295
4409 or stop by 555 S 10th St no 8.
NEEDED: 1 female to share house
near SJS with own room 1.50 per mo
plus utilities Please call 295 5564
Prime location. 1 or 2 people (prefer
ably female) Needed beginning Mar
1st for lure apt (own room) 275 0596.

Help buy kidney Mach, for needy
young man, Send your Betty Crocker
coupons to Darryl! Salvadori 49 Ward
St. Healdsburg, Ca Hurry: 800.000
needed
Jewelry - Custom design in cost gold
and silver. One Of a kind wedding
bands & other things Geo. Larlmore
Old Town (in the back) 354 8801.
FRIDAY FLICK "IF" 7 and 10 p m
Morns Dadey Aug SO cents
TR6NSPOR1111011

STUDENT TRAVEL, TRIPS. CHAR
TERS, EUROPE. ORIENT, AROUND
THE WORLD. Write 5.7.0.P. 2150C
Shattuck Berkeley CAL 94704 or see
TRAVEL AGENT
EUROPE
CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
several schedules available from West
Coast to London. Amsterdam and
Frankfurt. Winter flights 5360 to 5335
reundtrip. Or $150 One way. Coq’
thrush), Prof Margaret R. Peal 347
po.rroft Ave
Letalg Beach, 90803,
Phone 313 438 2179

Furnished 3 room apt. for rent 1 block
from campus 467S 8th St Call 298 5565
after 1 p

To Place

Fem. roommate needed. Fore 1 dorm
apt
blks from campus. pool, AEK
laundry room Non Smoker 293 3498

Enclosed cash or check

I Bdrrn Furnished Apt. 0125 mo 633
So 8th St No 1 or call 298 7656 No
lease or contract,

Daily Classified,

an ad:

Send in handy Order blank

Make check out to Spartan

Phone 294-6414, Ent

2465.

No refunds on cantered ads Print your ad here

Tao days

3

Female roommate needed, furnished
apt Share with 3 girls 546. 420 S. 71h
No 5 Call 2971269 or 356 3020.

MALE STUDENT - Single room.
Kitchen priv Clean man only. 115 So.
14th Call 2862754

One day

3 00

Male soph. seeks Student to share
room in 2 bedroom House 10 mmn
drive from campus 575 244 2708 Nice
area

Willow
FELLOWS Rooms for rent
Glen Area 550 Mo. w Kitchen Priv. 294
7579 Congenial Atmosphere!

(Count
rrs

1 Female roommate wanted to share 2
block from
bdrm apt with 3 others
campus 542 SO mo Call 207 OM

APT FOR RENT, Large 2 bdrm. 65 SO.
11th St. Close to campus. Call 297-3766.

approtornately

39

letters and spaces

for each line)

_

Iuno

250 E. Santa Clara

O Bdrm, lit bath w w opts, drapes.
A E K . very clean enclosed parking.
5190
598 So 9th 287 2854, 206)360

CLASSIFIED RATES

$2.00

GOOD FROM FRIDAY, FEB. 19th
. 21:
THRU SUNGAY,
ONLY WITH THIS AD.

RED BARN

1966 CHEV. MALIBU. 327 4 speed
Silver w black vinyl top Very clean!
51200 Call Gary at 241 6337

LOST . valuable antique filigree ring,
onyx with silver crest possibly lost in
MG ladies restroom call 2950669

RMT NEEDED 560 mo own room lee
from
turn apt pool sauna 15 mm
campus Call Lois or Sandy 377 9075.

H.LM French Tape Reel 60 living
Power’
Japanese.
language s",t
Habersort selact Acard
reading.
Round the World etc New 55e0 each

’59, S290 470
T
Ilall Int. H
So, 3rd No 0 after 2 p m New snow
tires, owe lock differential, 4 pseed.

#

WATERBEDS: From 550. All sizes
incl Round & 709 Jumbo, Sexually
Alive. moving w you, en
Genetic
hancing yourrenergies. Healthy. OW
ing freely w perfect back support so
YIN YANG
vou can sleep well
WATERBEDS can be Seen at 201.
Celmas Ave. I rni Horn SJS on Park
Ave Will trade waterbed for ???
Phone anytime B(16 1263.

HUMANITIES
JR. SR. & GRADS
MAJORS Want to reduce term paper
research time improve quality? what
reading dynamics does for reading, we
can do tor Term Paper research Call
Ralph morns & Wkend. 257 $917

VW Bus ’66 Low mileage family car
clean $1350 266 3593

:kg

Supply
CLASSICAL GUITAR excellent con
damn hardly used. new 590 now 550
Call Steve at 287 6063 eve only

WEDDING RINGS. Made in Sausalito.
Asking 5350 787 0918 after 7 pm

49 VW Beauty New Paint, Radio A 1
rnech Clean Inside 14125, 227 1319

I .111W-T11-6-T1

1969 Karmann Gina low mileage, ex
cellent condition and very clean Must
sell Call Art. 247 1143, anytime
Mimi Flea Markel--Paperbacks 25
cents, Hardbacks SI 00. Values to
510.00 Phone 289 8781, 351 Royal Ave.
across from san Carlos Orchard

Want to
HUMANITIES MAJORS
reduce term paper research improve

1966 Volkswagen excellent condition,
new tires Must see to appreciate
Phone 298 3377. evenings.

1O’%,, Discoupt with th!,. td

"Big Sur A Frain, isolated. Pool &
other la, ii.ties Svaable 10t a small
summer camp 48 acres 169,500" P 0
box 3682 Carmel. Ca 53931

Waterbeds
UL approved htr 10 yr
guar on bag W safety liner. Queen or
King kit 999 Free del and install 1424
Searcy Dr Si Call 265 5485

’65 Fairlane "SOO", V 8, auto, radio,
clean, good mech, cOnd call evenings
266 8958

In a recent issue of "Rolling Stone," the Argentine
film was reviewed as "a
tremendously important,
tremendously exciting
motion picture...a film that
works beautifully on every
level. An Italian film-maker
has said, ’It’s not a film, it’s
a gun,’ and his implication
that the film constitutes a
revolutionary act is quite
correct."

Clara

cent Xerox COPIES. College copy
service 42 E. San Antonio St., 2 blks
west of S J S. near YWCA. Ph 2971011

"SACRIFICE" 1962 Fiat roadster.
1200 series
’Immaculate" Michelin
tires, radio, rag top 5500. Call 251
4018 Ask tor Joe or Charlie

24

TODAY
Christian Science Organization, 7:30 p.m., Memorial
Chapel, New Students welcome.
Financial
Management
Association (F.M.A.r, 7:30
p.m., Garden City Hofbrau,
Franklin P. Johnson, president of Asset Management
Company, speaks on "Venture Capital."
Baha’i Student Forum, 8
p.m., C.U. Montalvo,
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall, No. 439. Rush
meeting.
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Council
Chambers. Rush-informational -smoker for interested men.
Spartan Chinese Club, 7
p.m., Intercultural Center,

hear dadaiii speak on the attainment
happiness.; at the Unitarian Church.
Feb. 18 7 30 pm. 1NM
3rd St. San Jose
(Call Roy 28640071
CLASSICAL GUITAR
PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION Have) openings call
now Ask for Bob Brandon 275 9472

Weisgal feels most of the
students at SJS are convinced there is nothing to do
on the weekends. By bringing films as "La Hors de Los
Hornos" to the campus, the
Students for Peace and
Freedom Party is hoping to
"broaden the opportunities
for culture and entertainment here," he explained.

Spartaguide

Call

MalesSeniersgrad.
Students. Full
time part time your own hours.
Personable, aggressive, professional.
Earn up to 07 43 hr Call American
Express Robert Ivory. (4151 375.4230
collect,

The SJS Recycling Center
Needs YOU ...
To Supply us with.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

FREE Couch and folding bed
Tom 295 5781

Depollute the earth

Santa

Year

MI1=IIM

FOR ENGAGED GIRLS. come to San
Jose’sfinest Bridal Show Bridal Festi
val 71 in the Jay McCabe Hall. San
Jose Civic Aud on Feb 20 & 21. 1971
Six big shows
TOP rated musical.
Trousseau & Bridal Fashion Show For
vOur FREE tickets call 257 3161 or
write Show Manager, 19144 Brookview
Dr Saratoga. Calif 95070

scribes the social, economic,
cultural and political reality
of Argentina," according to
the Third World Cinema
Group. The first part, entitled "Neocolonialism and
Violence, analyzes the
history, geography and
economy of the country, the
daily violence, poverty,
disease, prostitution and
constant pressure by the
police..."

rte

250 E.

the

293-7500
50 E3st Santa Clara-

RED LIMN

ot, rectripailfiti

Compaq... Jr

Olsen Till Midnight Every Day of

5(16

ANNOUNCIMIN1S

HELP

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Anthony D

FREE HERB TEA at the Christanrda
Natural Foods Open) days, 9 a m
P m 35 5 4th St 287 5410

Film to Highlight
Argentine Violence

Critically appraised as
"the best Argentine film
ever made," "La Hors de
Los Hornos" ( The Hour of
the Furnaces) is a film essay
on Latin American violence
and liberation which will be
shown at SJS.
The first part of the threepart film will be presented in
Science 142, tomorrow and
Friday, at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Donation is $1. The showing
will be repeated Feb. 26 and
27 at the same times and
place.
According to Ted Weisgal,
member of the Students for
Peace and Freedom Party,
which is co-sponsoring the
film, "La Hora De Los
Hornos" is being shown here
"because it has received
tremendous audience response at the Harding
Theatre in San Francisco
and at Stanford University."
The Third World Cinema
Group of Berkeley, also
sponsoring the film, claims,
1"There is nothing accidental
’,about this film. It is a
deliberate act on the part of
the producers to engage us in
a historical process, about
which we cannot remain
neutral."
I Specifically, the film "de-

licit) from the Legal Aid
Society.
On campus, the A.S. Housing Director, in the College
Union, can direct students to
a lawyer hired *uj, the A.S.
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